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INTRODUCTION 
An l-arrangement is a finite collection of (I - 1 )-dimensional vector sub- 
spaces of an I-dimensional vector space V over a field K. We restrict our 
attention to the case that K =C for a while. The complement M of the 
hyperplanes is an open manifold. In [3], Falk and Randell studied a 
libration of M: M is called strictly linearly jibered if after a suitable linear 
change of coordinates the restriction of the projection to the first (I - 1) 
coordinates is a fiber bundle projection with base N the complement of an 
arrangement in C? ’ and fiber a complex plane C with finitely many points 
removed. The arrangement is called fiber-type when it allows a successive 
strictly linearly fibrations finally reaching C* as base. In this case they 
investigated several topological properties of M. Here we are interested in a 
combinatorial characterization of a strictly linear fibration in lattice 
theoretic terms. For this, the concept of modular elements defined by 
Stanley [S] is crucial: For example, concerning a geometric lattice arising 
from an essential (= the intersection of all the elements is the origin) 
arrangement defined over C, the existence of l-dimensional modular 
element is equivalent to a strictly linear libration of the complement M 
(2.15). This is a corollary of Theorem (2.9). As another corollary we have a 
characterization (2.17) that the arrangement is fiber-type if and only if it 
gives rise to an SS (= supersolvable) lattice, which is defined also by 
Stanley [9] to be a geometric lattice, which is defined also by Stanley [9] 
to be a geometric lattice with an ascending maximal chain consisting of 
modular elements. These are done in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we state Theorem (3.8), asserting that the algebra A 
associated with a finite geometric lattice studied in [S, 63 factors as a ten- 
sor product of graded subspaces by a modular element, which is Theorem 
(3.8). This has a topological interpretation (3.9) when the lattice originates 
from an arrangement defined over C: the factorization of the 
cohomological ring of M into that of the base and that of the fiber. Since 
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the Poincare polynomial of the algebra A associated with the finite 
geometric lattice corresponds to the characteristic polynomial of the lattice 
as proved in [S], the factorization of A implies that of the characteristic 
polynomial of the lattice. This is the factorization theorem by Stanley [8]. 
A special case of Theorem (3.8) was proved in [6]. These results are stated 
in Section 3. Before our proof of Theorem (3.8), we study the two essential 
ingredients of the proof which are by themselves of some importance: In 
Section 4, we recall the map j corresponding to the Leray residue map on 
differential forms which was defined in [6]. Also we study its 
generalization jc, the residue map along a chain C in L. In Section 5, we 
briefly review the definition and properties of the algebra B defined by shuf- 
fles which was introduced by Orlik and Solomon in [S]. The proof of 
Theorem (3.8) is given in Section 6. The contents of this paper are purely 
combinatorial results for any finite geometric lattice except for Section 2, 
where only the lattice originating from an arrangement is considered. 
1. MODULAR ELEMENTS AND SUPERSOLVABLE LATTICES 
Let L be a finite geometric lattice with the minimal element 6, the 
maximal element i‘, and rank function r. In this section we briefly review 
the notions of modular elements of L and supersolvable lattices, both of 
which are defined by Stanley [8,9]. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A pair (X, Y) E L x L is said to be a modular pair 
when 
Z=(ZvX)r\ Y forallZwithXr\ Y<Z<Y. 
Recall that in a geometric lattice (X, Y) E L x L is a modular pair if and 
only if r(X) + r( Y) = r(X v Y) + r(X A Y) [2, p. 83, Theorem 21. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. An element XE L is a modular element if it forms a 
modular pair with any YE L. 
(1.3) Define a sublattice Lx= [6, X] = { YE L 1 Y6 X} for any 
XEL. Also deline LZ=[Z,j]={Y~LI YaZ} for any ZEL. Then 
(Lx)z= (Lz),= [Z, X] = { YE L 1 Z< Y6 X}. So this is denoted simply 
by L$ which is also a finite geometric lattice. 
(1.4) Fix a modular element XE L and an element ZE L with 
X A Z = 0. For convenience we define I, = 1: L, -+ L: v z by 1Y = Z v Y 
for YELXandamapcp=cp,:LZ,,,+L,bycp(X)=Yr\Xfor YELS,,. 
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Then ~~o~(Y)=(YvZ)AX=YV(ZAX)=Y for any YEL, because 
(X, Z) is a modular pair [2, p. 82, Lemma 11. Therefore cp 0 A is the identity 
map on L,y. In particular I is injective. Moreover we have [S, Lemma l] 
(1.5) LEMMA. The map 1% = A,: L, -+ L$ v z is an isomorphism. 
The following provides a characterization of modular elements. 
(1.6) LEMMA. An element X of L is a modular element if and only if X 
forms a modular pair with any Y satisfying X A Y = 6. 
Proof Assume that X forms a modular pair with any Y with X A Y = 6. 
Let Z, and Z, be distinct complements of X. Then the pairs (X, Z,) and 
(X, Z,) are both modular pairs. Thus 
r(Z,)=r(XA Zi)+r(Xv Zj)-r(X)=n-r(X) (i= 1, 2). 
This implies that Z, and Z, are not comparable. Thanks to Stanley’s 
criterion [S, Theorem l] we complete the proof. 1 
The condition in (1.6) originates from the condition for topological 
fibrations of the complement of an arrangement which is studied in the 
next section. 
(1.7) DEFINITION. Let n = r(i). We call L a SS( = supersoloahle) lattice 
if L has a sequence of elements 
6 = Y, < Y, < . < Y, = 1 
in L such that r( Yi) = i and each Yip, is a modular element in L,,, 
i= 1 ,..., n. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL FIBRATION OF THE COMPLEMENT OF AN ARRANGEMENT 
An f-arrangement J&’ is a finite collection of (1- 1 )-dimensional ( = 
1-codimensional) subspaces of a vector space I’ over a field K. The lattice 
L = L(d) of the arrangement ~4 is defined as the collection of all intersec- 
tions of elements of d. We partially order L by the reverse of inclusion, so 
that Xd Y means X? Y. Then the minimal element b is V’ and the maximal 
element 1 is T(d) = nHE.& H. The lattice L is a finite geometric lattice and 
called the intersection lattice. Then X v Y = Xn Y and 
XA Y= n H. 
HE.& 
Xt YGH 
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The rank function r is given by the codimension in V. Let r(d) and n both 
denote r( T(d)). Since codim X+ codim Y= codim(Xr\ Y) + codim(X+ Y) 
(X, YE L), a pair (X, Y) is a modular pair if and only if X+ Y= X A Y (or 
equivalently X + YE L). Fix a subspace Y of V. Let p = p ,,: V + I’/ Y be the 
natural projection. Denote the subarrangement {HE ~2 1 H 1 Y} of d by 
dy. Then (p(H) ) HE dr,} is an arrangement in V/Y, which is denoted by 
paty. Note that Y is not necessarily an element of L. Let ( Y) EL be the 
smallest subspace belonging to L containing Y: 
(Y)= f-) H. 
HE&f 
YEH 
Then L(pdy) z L(al,) E L(Gz’)<~) = L<,>. For an arrangement d in V, 
define M(d) as the complement of the union of all hyperplanes in d: 
M(d) = V\ u H, 
Htd 
It is easy to see that the restriction of p = p y to M(d) induces a mapping 
lT=?Ly of M(d) into M(pdy). In particular when K is an infinite 
topological field, the mapping rr: M(d) + M(paZy) is continuous and sur- 
jective. Let K = C in the rest of this section. 
(2.1) DEFINITION. An element X of the lattice L = L(d) is called 
horizontal (with respect to Y) if p(X) =p,(X) = V/Y, or equivalently if 
X+ Y = V. Denote the set of all horizontal elements by Hor = Hor y. Let 
B = B, be the union of p(X) n M(psB,) for all non-horizontal X in L. This 
subset B of M(pafy) is called the bud set (with respect to Y) of rc. Also 
define a subset L, of L by L,= (XEL ( (a+ Y)nX#@) and a subset A, 
of u + Y by A, = {(u + Y) n X ( XE L,}. Then there is the natural surjection 
$ = ll/U: L, + A, with $(X) = (u + Y) n X (XE L,). 
(2.2) LEMMA. For any v  E M(d), 
HorEL,s{XELIXr\ (Y)=V’}=(X~L~p(X)nM(p~y)#@}. 
Proof: If XEHor, then UE V=X+ Y. Thus (u+ Y)nX#@ and 
therefore XEL,. Next if XEL,, then 
vEX+YcX+(Y)cXA (Y)EL. 
Since v E M(d), X A ( Y) = I’. The equality is obtained from the following 
implications: 
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~(8 n M(pdy) = Izl 
-P(x) E P(H) for some HE .sBy 
oX+YzH for some HE ~4, 
oX+(Y)cH forsome HE&~--X/\ (Y)# V. 1 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. The following four conditions are equivalent: 
(1) L, = Hor for all VE M(d), 
(2) L, does not depend upon v E M(d), 
(3) the bad set is empty: B= a, 
(4) Hor={XELIXA (Y)=V}. 
Proof. (1) = (2) Obvious. 
(2) * (3) If B # 121, choose v E M(d) with Z(V) E p(X) for some non- 
horizontal XE L. Also choose w  E M(d) with K(W) 4 p(X). Then XE L,; and 
X+! L,.. This contradicts (2). 
(3)*(4) By the equality in (2.2), we have (XE L 1 X A 
( Y) = V> G Hor. The reverse inclusion is also in (2.2). 
(4) + (1) Obvious from (2.2). 1 
(2.4) DEFINITION. The subspace Y is said to be good if the conditions in 
(2.3) are satisfied. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION. Zf v E M(pdy)\B, then (1) Hor = L, and (2) the map 
defined in (2.1) is bijective. 
Proof. (1) By (2.2) Hors L,,. Let XE L,. Then VEX+ Y and thus 
Z(V) E p(X). Since n(o) 4 B, we know that X is horizontal. Thus L, G Hor. 
(2) The surjectivity is obvious by definition. Let X,, X, E L, with 
It/(X, I= $(X2 1. Then 
(v+ Y)nX,=(v+ Y)nX,=(o+ Y)n(X,nXz)#@. 
So X, n X, E L, = Hor and thus Y + (X, n X,) = V. Also we have 
dim(YnX,)=dim(YnXz)=dim(YnX,nX,). 
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Hence 
dim(X,nX,)=dim Y+dim(YnX,nX,)-dim(Y+(X,nX?)) 
=dim Y+dim(YnX,)-dim V 
=dim Y+dim(YnX,)-dim(Y+X)=dimX,. 
This implies X, = X, n X2. Similarly X, = X, n X,. So X, = X2 and $ is 
injective. 1 
(2.6) COROLLARY. If Y is good, then the map $L.: L, = Hor + A,, is bijec- 
five for all v E M(d). 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. If Y is good, then ( Y) is a modular element 01 
rank 3 n - dim Y. 
Proof: Let XE L with X A (Y) = V. Then, by (2.3), XEH~~. Thus 
XA (Y)=V=X+YcX+(Y) and we have XA (Y)=X+(Y). So 
(X, ( Y)) is a modular pair. By the criterion (1.6), ( Y) is a modular 
element. Next let XE L be a complement of ( Y): 
v-=x/Y (Y)=X+Y, T(d) = x v ( Y). 
Then XE Hor and thus dim X+ dim Y > 1. Therefore we have 
r((Y))=n-r(X)=n-(I-dimX)3n-dim Y. 1 
The converse of (2.7) is true under some additional condition as in (2.8) or 
(2.12). 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let YE L. Then Y is good if and only if Y is a 
modular element. 
Proof: If Y is modular, x+Y=xA Y=.i’-A (Y). Thus 
Hor = (XE L 1 X A Y= V}, which is the fourth condition of (2.3). Thus Y 
is good. The “only if’ part follows from (2.7). 1 
In the rest of this section we assume dim Y= 1. The main result of this 
section is: 
(2.9) THEOREM. Assume dim Y= 1 
(A) The following four conditions are equivalent: 
(1) The mapping 7~: M(d) + M(pdy) is a fiber bundle projection. 
(2) Each fiber of x is the complex line C with # (&\sI~) points 
removed. 
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(3) Y is good. 
(4) (a) (Y) = T(d) or (b) (Y) is a modular element with 
r(( Y))=r(d)- 1. 
(B) Moreooer (a) if ( Y) is T(& 1, then the fiber of II y is C, the base 
is M(pd)=M(~d~), L(pd)gL(.ciz), and dim T(p.d,,)=dim T(,d)-1, 
and (b) if (Y) is a modular element with r( ( Y)) = r(,d) - 1, then the fiber 
of 7cy is the complex line C with # (sI\&‘~) ( >O) points removed, the base is 
M(pdy), L(p.r;4,)zL(d)(,,, anddim T(~.ti~)=dirn T(,4C). 
Part (B) follows easily from part (A). Note that every element (~1 + Y) n 
XE A, for XE L,.\ ( V) is a point because we are assuming dim Y = 1. So the 
fiber F, = rc -ire(u) is the complex line C with ( #A,. - 1) points removed. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Hor = (&‘\.d,.) u { V} = {XE L,, / r(X) d 1). for all 
u E M( .d ). 
Proof. Obtained from the following implications: 
XEL,,andr(X)<lollEX+YanddimX>I-1 
oX=Vor(YG XanddimX=I-l)(oXE(d\&).)u{V)) 
OX+ Y= VoXEHor. 1 
Since the bad set B is a proper Zariski closed subset of M(pdy), the 
generic fiber of rc is the complex line C with # (& \ &,,) points removed 
because of (2.5) and (2.10). In general the two topological spaces C\ {m 
points} and C\ {n points) are homeomorphic if and only if m = n. Thus 
the conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
(2.11) LEMMA. $(Hor)=A,.-for all rim. 
Proof: Let Ii/(x) = (u+ Y) A X be an arbitrary element of A,. with 
XE L,. Take an element HE z2 such that XG H. If HE&~, then D E X+ 
Y G H. This is a contradiction because u E M( ,Q?). So HE d \ XJ’~ c Hor and 
ti(H) 2 Ii/(X) # @. Since $(H) is a point, we have $(H) = $(X). 1 
Now we prove the equivalence of (2) and (3). The condition (3) implies 
(2) because 
#A,- 1= #L, - 1= #Her- 1= #(&‘\G!~) 
by (2.6), (2.3), and (2.10). Conversely assume (2). Then #A, = # Hor. By 
(2.11) the restriction $1 uor: Hor -+ A, of $ to Hor is bijective. Let XE L,. If 
r(X)= 1, then XeHor by (2.10). Suppose r(X)> 1. Let H, and H, be two 
distinct elements of ~2 containing X. If H, E &‘y (i = 1, 2) then u E X + Y G 
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H, E &. This contradicts u E M(d). Therefore Hi E d \ &,, (i = 1, 2). This 
shows that 
(u+ Y)nH,=(u+ Y)nX=(u+ Y)nH,#@. 
This contradicts the bijectivity of $1 nor. Therefore r(X) = 1 and L, = Hor, 
which implies that Y is good by (2.3). Thus the implications (2) o (3) are 
shown. 
By (2.7) we know that (3) implies (4). The implication (4) + (3) follows 
from 
(2.12) PROPOSITION. Let dim Y = 1. Then Y is good if and only if ( Y) is 
a modular element qf rank <n - 1. 
Proof Assume that (Y) is a modular element of rank <r( T(d)) - 1. 
Let XE {XE L 1 X A (Y) = I’>. If X= I/ then XEHor. If X# I’, then 
X $ (Y). So Xv (Y) = T(d). Since (X, (Y)) is a modular pair, we 
have r(X) = r(X A Y)+ r(X v Y)-r( Y)= 1. Namely, (Y) @ X. By the 
definition of ( Y) we have Y @ X. Hence 
dim(X+ Y)>dimX=l-r(X)=I-1. 
Therefore X+ Y = V and thus XE Hor. After all we verified the fourth con- 
dition of (2.3). 1 
Thus the proof of (2.9) is completed. It seems reasonable to expect a 
similar theorem for Y of any dimension, although we do not have one at 
this moment. 
Next we shall see the relation between the concept of modular elements 
and that of being strictly linearly libered studied by Falk and Randell. 
(2.13) DEFINITION [3]. A space M=M(.&‘) is said to be strictly 
linearly fibered if after a suitable linear change of coordinates the restriction 
of the projection to the first (I- 1) coordinates is a fiber bundle projection 
with base N the complement of an arrangement in Cl-’ and fiber a com- 
plex line C with finitely many points removed. 
In other words, M(d) is strictly linearly tibered if and only if there is a 
l-dimensional subspace Y of V so that the rcy is a fiber bundle projection. 
Thus thanks to (2.9) we have 
(2.14) COROLLARY. The M(d) is strictly linearly fibered if and only if 
(a) dim T(d) > 0 or (b) there is a modular element in L with rank r(d) - 1. 
Moreover the fiber bundle projection ny is obtained from a l-dimensional 
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subspace Y of V so that (Y) = T(d) (case (a)) or (Y) is a modular 
element ofrank r(d)- 1 (case (b)). 
(2.15) COROLLARY. Let d be essential, i.e., T(d) = (0). Then M(d) is 
strictly linearly fibered tf and only if there is a modular element in L with 
rank I- 1. 
(2.16) DEFINITION [3]. (i) The l-arrangement {Oj is fiber-type. 
(ii) An Z-arrangement d is said to be fiber-type if the complement M 
is strictly linearly tibered over N, and N is the complement of an (I- l)- 
arrangement of fiber-type. 
Thus the complement M, = M(d) of an l-arrangement of fiber-type d 
sits atop a tower of fibrations 
M,A M,-, 
“i-l - .” +Mz3M,=C* 
with the fiber of 7ck equal to C with finitely many points removed. This 
tower is a restriction of the tower of natural projections of vector spaces 
Pi-l v= v,a V,&,F... -+ V? 2 v, = c. 
Let Y, = ker(p,) and define k-arrangements &k in Vk inductively by 
&,= d and &k-I = P~(Js?“)~~ for k = 2 ,..., 1. Then by (2.14) either (a) 
( Y,) = T(dk) or (b) ( Y,) is a modular element of rank r(dk) - 1 for each 
k = 2,..., 1. In case (a), L(zz& ,) E L(s;4,) and dim T(s& i) = dim T(J&‘~) - 1. 
In case (b), JY&-,)~LL(~)<~,~ and dim T(&‘- i) = dim T(J;3k). Thus the 
following corollary easily follows by arguing by induction on 1: 
(2.17) COROLLARY. The l-arrangement is of fiber-type zf and on1.v tf its 
intersection lattice is SS. 
In [4] we considered the arrangement as in Corollary (2.17) above and 
prove it is a free arrangement studied in [lo]. 
3. MODULAR ELEMENTS AND FACTORIZATION OF A(L) 
Let L be a finite geometric lattice with the minimal element 6, the 
maximal element 1, and rank function r in the rest of this paper. Let 
n = r(j). The most important object here is the graded anticommutative 
K-algebra A(L) introduced by Orlik and Solomon in [S]. First recall the 
definition of the algebra A = A(L). Let d be the set of atoms in L. Let 
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E=E(L)=4O”..d Ke,) be the exterior algebra of the vector space 
which has a basis consisting of elements eH in one-to-one correspondence 
with the atoms HE &. We write uv rather than u A D for the multiplication 
in E. Thus e’, = 0. Let rn = #d. The algebra E is graded by E = @ T= O E, 
where E, = E,,(L) = K and Ep = E,(L) is spanned over K by all eH,. . . eHP 
with H, E d. Define a K-linear map 8: E -+ E by a( 1) = 0 and 
ate,, “‘eHn)= f (-l)k ‘e,;..P,;..eHP 
k=l 
for all H, ,..., H, E d. Agree that ae, = 1 for HE d. Then (E, a) is a chain 
complex. Let S, = S,(L) denote the set of all p-tuples (H,,..., H,) of 
elements of d and let S = S(L) = Urao S,. In case p = 0 we agree that 
S= ( ) is the empty tuple. If S= (H ,,..., H,)ES and T= (K ,,..., K,)ES 
then we write (S, T) = (H, ,..., H,,, K, ,..., KY) E S. Define e, = 
eHI eH, EEp. Thus eSeT= e,.,T,. If p =0 agree that es= 1. Define 
VS=H, v ... v H,EL. If p=O we agree that VS=& If r(VS)<p we 
say that S is independent. Let I= Z(L) be the ideal generated by all elements 
8e,s such that SE S is independent. Let 
A=A(L)=E/Z. 
Since I is a homogeneous ideal, A is a graded anticommutative 
K-algebra. If XE L define a subset S, of S and a subspace E, of E by 
S,=S,(L)= (SES 1 VS=X} and E,=E,(L)=~,~,xKe,. Let q be 
the natural projection and A, = cp(E,). If HE d let uH = cp(e,) and if SE S 
let a, = cp(e,). Let A, = cp(E,) for XE L. Let p be the Mobius function of L 
[l, p. 1411 and write p(X) =~(6, X). Then in [S] Orlik and Solomon 
proved. 
(3.1) THEOREM. A=O,,.A.anddimA,=(-l)“X’~(X)fo~ XEL. 
(3.2) COROLLARY. The Poincark polynomial P(A, t) of the graded 
K-algebra A(L) is equal to 
,GL /4X)( - t)“X’. 
The characteristic polynomial of the lattice L is by definition [7] 
x(L, t) = c p(X) tn-r(x’ 
XE L 
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where n = r(T). The Poincare polynomial P(A, t) and the characteristic 
polynomial of L is related by the formula 
P(A, t) = (-ty x(L, -t-l). 
When L is the intersection lattice arising from an arrangement in a com- 
plex vector space, let M be the complement of the hyperplanes. Then Orlik 
and Solomon proved [S] 
(3.3) THEOREM. The graded C-algebra A(L) is isomorphic to the 
C-algebra H*(M, C) of the cohomology ring of M. In particular the Poin- 
care polynomial of the topological space M is equal to P(A(L), t) = 
(--f)” x(L, -t-l). 
In this situation the existence of strictly linear fibration (2.13) of M 
induces a factorization of the Poincare polynomial of M: 
(3.4) PROPOSITION (Falk and Randell [3]). If M is strictly linearly 
fibered with base N andfiber F a complex line C with dpoints removed, then 
there is a relation 
P(M,t)=P(N,t)P(F,t)=P(N,t)(l+dt) 
among the Poincare polynomials of M, N, and F. 
In combinatorics terms this can be written as 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Let L be the intersection lattice of an arrangement 
.d in a complex vector space. If X E L is a modular element with 
r(X) = r( 7 ) - 1, then 
P(A(L), t) = P(A(L,-1, t)(l + dt) 
Elhere d= #{HEL 1 r(H)= 1, H 51 A’). 
Proof Take a l-dimensional subspace Y of X such that ( Y) =X. 
Apply (2.9) and we know that the mapping rr: M(d) + M(pdY) is a 
strictly linear fibration. Since the fiber is C\ .(d points 3 and L( p.atY) g 
L i ,,> = Lx, we have the result by (3.4) and (3.3). i 
This is a special case of the following purely lattice theoretic theorem by 
Stanley: 
(3.6) THEOREM [8, Theorem 21. Let L be a finite geometric lattice with 
n = r( 1) and XE L be a modular element. Then 
P(A(L), t) = P(A(L,-), t) 1 p(Z)( - t)“? 
ZeL 
Xr,Z=Q 
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Equivalently using the characteristic polynomial x we have 
x(L t)= x(Lx, t) r 1 p(z) tn-r(x)-r(Z) . 1 
The main result (3.8) in this section asserts that there exists a 
corresponding factorization of the graded K-algebra A(L). 
(3.7) Note that the induced K-algebra homomorphism 
A(L,) + A(L) from the inclusion L, --+ L is a monomorphism by [6, 2.341 
or by (3.1). From now on we assume that A(L,) is a K-subalgebra of 
A =A(L): A(L,)&A. It follows that A(L,) &A(L,) if X< Y. Recall 
Az=Cs&, Ka, G A. Fix a modular element X of L. For simplicity write 
SI = {SES 1 S is independent and (VS) A X=6}. 
Then a general element of 
( zL AZ)@ A&x) 
XA z=o 
can be expressed as CStS- as@ us, where USE A(L,) for all SE S. A map- 
ping 
K: ( zL +A(L,)-A=A(L) 
XA Z=6 
is defined by multiplication in A: IC&.~ *- a,@ us) = CsS S- aSuS E A. It is 
clear by definition that K is a graded K-linear map. 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let L be a finite geometric lattice with n = r(f) and 
XE L be a modular element. Then the graded K-linear map 
defined by multiplication in A is an isomorphism. 
This has a topological interpretation when L = L(d) is the intersection 
lattice of an arrangement d in a complex vector space, which suggests a 
generalization of (2.9) for any dimensional Y. Consider the projection 
n = 71,: M(d) + M(pSIx) 
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for XE L as in Section 2. Let F, = rc(?V ‘(0)) for u E M(d). In this situation 
we have 
(3.9) COROLLARY. Let XE L be a modular element. Then there is a 
natural isomorphism 
H*(F,, C) 0 H*(M(pc$y), C) -+ ff*(M(d), C). 
Proof: By (2.8) and (2.3) the elements of A,= ((u+X)nZlZ~Hor) 
are in one-to-one correspondence with those of Hor = {Z E L 1 X A Z = V}. 
Note that F,=(u+X)\U,,.,,~, W. Therefore thanks to the non-central ver- 
sion of (3.3), which is implicitly proved also in [S], we have 
H*(F”, C)s 0 A,. 
ZEL 
XnZ=P’ 
Combining with H*(M(d), C)g:A(L) and H*(M(psll,), C)rA(L,), we 
have the desired result. 1 
Thanks to (3.1), (3.6) easily follows from Theorem (3.8). In [6, 5.21 we 
showed (3.8) when X is a modular element of rank n - 1. The proof of 
Theorem (3.8) is done in Section 6. The proof of injectivity of the K needs 
much preparation, while the surjectivity can be verified by the same 
method as in [6]. We shall employ two important combinatorial concepts 
in our proof of the injectivity which are studied in the next two sections: 
(1) the map j corresponding to the Leray residue map on differential forms 
which was studied in [6] and its generalization j, (Section 4) and (2) the 
algebra B defined by shuffles which was introduced by Orlik and Solomon 
in [S] (Section 5). 
4. THE RESIDUE MAP ALONG A CHAIN 
In this section, we recall the map j corresponding to the Leray residue 
map on differential forms which was defined in [6] and also we study its 
generalization jc, the residue map along a chain C in a finite geometric lat- 
tice L. Let LZ=[Z,l]={Y~LIY>Z) for any ZEL as in (1.3). Let 
Az=l:L+Lz by 1Y=Zv Y for YEL. We define l~,=~:S(L)-+S(L”) 
by I(H, ,..., HP) = (AH, ,..., AH,). In case S= ( ) we agree that AS= ( ). Let 
HE L be an atom. The existence of the map j: A(L) + A(LH) 
corresponding to the Leray residue map on differential forms is known: 
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(4.1) PROPOSITION [6, 3.71. Let 1, = A: S(L) + S(LH). Then there 
exists a surjective K-linear map 
j= j,: A(L) + A(LH) 
such that 
j(aLy) = 0, j(aHa,) = ais 
for all SES with H$S. 
We shall generalize the map j to a map A(L) + A(LZ) for any Z E L. For 
this purpose we need 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Let p > 0. A chain C in L is a tuple (Z,,..., Z,) E 
Lx ... x L such that Z, < Z, < . . . <Z, with r(Z,) = i. Denote the set of all 
chains of length p in L by C, = C,(L). Let C = C(L) = U, C,(L). For an 
independent S = (H, ,..., H,) E S = S(L), the p-tuple (H,, H, v H, ,..., H, v 
H, v ... v H,) is a chain denoted by ch(S). Then ch is a map S -+ C. Let 
Sym(p) be the symmetric group on the letters l,...,p. If XE Sym(p) and 
S = (H, ,..., H,) E S,(L) let nS= ( H,-I~,..., H,-1,). This makes S,(L) a 
Sym( p)-module. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let SE S,(L) be independent. Then ch(rr, S) = ch(n2S)for 
z,, rr2ESym(p) ifand only if7cl =x2. 
Proof We can assume that n, is the identity without loss of generality. 
Let rt = rcn,‘. We prove this by induction on p. If p = 1, then it is obvious. 
For p > 1, let S = (H, ,..., H,). Then clearly 7~1 = 1. Put S’ = (H, v H,, 
H, v H, ,..., H, v H,) and S” = (H, v Hn2, H, v H,, ,..., H, v H,,,). Then 
S’ and S”E S(LH1) are both independent and ch(S’)= ch(S”). By the 
induction assumption we have H, v Hi= H, v Hxi for i= 2,..., p. Hence 
(H,, Hi, Hxi) E S(L) is dependent. Since S is independent, i = ni for 
i = 2,..., p. Thus 7c1 =rc ~ I is the identity. 1 
Let C = (Z, ,..., Z,) E C,(L) and Z = Z,. Note that Z, + , is an atom in a 
geometric lattice Lz’ for each i. 
(4.4) DEFINITION. The residue map along C 
jc= j: A(L) + A(LZ) 
is defined to be the composition of the K-linear maps 
A(L)4 A(L=‘)p+A(L=Q+ ...A A(L’) 
where each j, stands for j, in (4.1). 
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Fix a modular element X E L, an element Z E: L with X A Z = 0, and a 
chain C E C,( L, v z ) of length p ending with Z in the rest of this section. 
Then we have the residue map along C 
(4.5) j,.: A(Lx v z) + A(L: v z) 
by replacing L by L, v z in (4.4). 
(4.6) In order to describe j, explicitly, we need a K-algebra 
isomorphism J. = A,: A(L,y) + A(Ls v z) induced from the lattice 
isomorphism i = A,: L,y + L$ v z defined by j.Y=Z v Y for YEL,- in 
(1.5). 
The following is an explicit description of the residue map j, in (4.5): 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. Let the isomorphism k A(L,) + A(L: v z) he as 
above and S = (H, ,..., H,)eS,(L) (that is, VS=Z). Then 
j,(a.+) = 
w(x) 4~) if C = ch(rrS) for ~onze TC E Sym( p) 
o otherwise 
for any u E A( L.y). 
Proof: First note that both sides are well-defined: for u E A(Lx) c 
A(L .yVz) and u,EA,GA(L,~,,) one has asu~A(Lxvz), and also there 
exists at most one element rr in Sym(p) such that C = ch(rcS) because of 
(4.3). Next we can assume that u = a, for TE S(L,). Let C = (Z, ,..., Z,). 
Suppose that Z,+, =Z,vKforsomeiand K~T.ThenK<Z~+,<zand 
Kb A’. This contradicts 0 = X A Z. So we can assume Zi+ , # Zi v K for 
any i and any KE T. By applying (4.1) repeatedly we have j,(a,a,) = 
j,(a,) aiT= j,.(a,) A(a,). Thus we can assume that aT= 1. 
Case 1. If C = ch(rrS) for some 7c E Sym(p), then we can assume that n 
is the identity because a,,= sgn(n) a,. Thus Z, = H, v ... v H, for 
i= l,..., p. Hence j,.(a,)= 1 by (4.1). 
Case 2. Suppose that there is no r-c E Sym(p) satisfying C = ch(nS). We 
shall prove j&a,) = 0 by induction on p. If p = 1 then it is obvious. Let 
p > 1. If Z, $ S, then j&a,) = 0 because j,,(a,) = 0. So assume Z, E S. We 
do not lose generality by assuming Z, = H,. Put 
S’=(H, v Hz, H, v H, ,..., H, v H,)+, ,(LH’) 
and C’ = (Z, ,..., Zp) E C,_ ,( LH’ ). Then tere is no permutation 7t’ of (2 ,..., p) 
satisfying C’ = ch(n’S’). By the induction assumption we obtain 
jc(a.y) =.icXjz,(as)) =jc4as,) = 0. I 
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5. THE ALGEBRA B(L) 
In this section we review the results by Orlik and Solomon [S] concern- 
ing the K-graded algebra B(L) associated with a finite geometric lattice L. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Let W,, = W,(L) be the vector space which has a 
basis consisting of M’<- in one-to-one correspondence with the chain 
CE C,(L) of length p in L for p = 1, 2,.... Agree that W, = K. Then 
W= W(L) = 0, W, is a graded K-vector space. For an independent 
SE S, = S,(L) define hs~ W by 
where the sum is over rt E Sym(p). (The notation is after (4.2).) If S = ( ) let 
h,= 1. Let B,=B,(L)= @stS, Kb, for p = 0, l,... and B= B(L) = 0, B,. 
Then B is a graded K-vector subspace of W. 
In [5] B(L) is defined to be a graded K-algebra. But here we do not 
need the product in B(L). Also in [S] Orlik and Solomon proved 
(5.2) THEOREM. There exists a unique isomorphism 8: A(L) + B(L) such 
that 8( as) = h, for all SE S(L). 
Since each B, is a vector subspace of W,, there exists a graded K-linear 
map p: W + B such that p is the identity on B. 
(5.3) DEFINITION. Define a,EA=A(L) by a,.=8-‘ap(wC) for all 
chains C E C = C(L). Then 
(5.4) as=~~l(hs)=e~l”p =c wtn) achlnS). 
K I 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.8) 
We prove the factorization (3.8) of the algebra A(L) by a modular 
element. Recall the map 
defined by multiplication in A in (3.8). First we shall show the surjectivity 
of K and next prove the injectivity. Fix a modular element X of L. Recall 
the notation S  ^ = {SE S 1 S is dependent and (VS) A X= 6) (3.7) 
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C, = {chain in L of length p 3, and C = U, C, (4.2). Also we use the 
notation 
S,^ =S,nS ,^ 
Ci = { C E C, 1 the last element Z of C satisfies X A Z = o), 
CA = u c;, 
P 
SC= {SESISisindependentandch(S)=C} (CE C). 
Then 
(6.1) s;= u s, (disjoint). 
CtC  ^ P 
(6.2) LEMMA. uH E im K for any atom HE L. 
ProoJ Take an atom HE L. If HE L,, then 
and thus a,=rc(l@u,)Eimx. If H#Lx, then XA H=6. So 
Thus uH = ri(a,@ 1) E im K. After all aH E im K for any atom HE L. 1 
Because of (6.2) it is enough to show that im K is closed under mul- 
tiplication in order to prove the surjectivity of K. For this purpose, the 
following lemma is sufficient: 
(6.3) LEMMA. For S, TES ,^ u,u,Eim ti. 
Proof: Induction on #S + # T. When S = ( ) and T= ( ), usu7= 1 = 
K( 1 @ 1) E im K. For general S and T, we divide into two cases: 
Case 1. If (S, T) E S-, then 
and thus a,u.=u(S,T)=k-(u,,.,O l)~im~. 
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Case 2. If (S, T)$ S*, then (V(S, T)} A X#& Thus there exists an 
atom H such that HE L, and H 6 V(S, T). This shows that (H, S, T) is 
dependent. Thus 
O=da (H.S,T)=a(a,ao,r,)=ao,.,-a,aa,s,.,. 
For a general UE S, write U = (H, ,..., H,) and let U, = (H, ,..., I?, ,..., H,) 
(H, is deleted). Since V Uk 6 V U, U E SI implies Uk E SA. Thus in our case 
S, E SA and T, E SA for each q and r. By the assumption of induction we 
have 
aa ,s,r,=a(asaT)=CIaSYa.+C +wb+m~. 
4 r 
Thus asaT= a(s,n = aH aa,,,, E im K because aH E A ( L.y). 1 
Thus K is surjective. Next the injectivity shall be proved. Note that 
a, = sgn(z) a,, for any SE S, and any rc E Sym(p). So we can normalize 
the expression CsE s- a, @ us of a general element of 
( zL Az) WLA 
X/XZ=O 
We can assume that us = sgn( rc) u,~ for any SE S, and rt E Sym( p). 
(6.4) LEMMA. Suppose that K(&~~- u~@~,)=C,~,~- asus=O. Then 
p=o 
c 
for any chain C E C  ^ = CA (L). 
ProoJ Let C E C,. Define 
7cSc.= {r&J SES,J.= (7tS) SES is independent and ch(S)=C} 
for rtESym(p). Then by (4.3) 7c1Sc and rc2Sc are disjoint if 71, #n,. 
Denote the last element C by ZE L. Recall the isomorphism A: A(L,y) -+ 
A(L: v z ) in (4.6). By (4.7) we have 
j,(a.sus) = 
{ 
w(n) 4u,) if SE nS, for some 71 E Sym(p) 
0 otherwise. 
Thus 
(6.5) {SES  ^ Ij,(a,u,)#O}c u 71s, (disjoint). 
neSym(p) 
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Hence 
= 1 c jda,,u,,) (6.5) 
neSyrnlp) .sES( 
= 1 1 jc(asus) (k= w(x) usI 
ncSym(p) SE&. 
= (p!) 1l.(u,) = (p!) i i ! .sz,us . SE!+ 
Since A is an isomorphism, we have the desired result. 1 
Suppose that x(CStS- a,@ us) = CsG s- asus = 0. Then we have 
C asOus=C 1 asBus 
sss- p SES; 
=xc( c (5.4) 
p sssp rrsSym(pl 
= 1 1 1 achcnS,O uns bh = w(n) us) 
p ntSym(p) SESp 
=I (p!) 1 ach(S)@US 
P stsp 
=C ($1 C arCi3 (6.1) 
I, C‘tC, 
=o (6.4). 
This proves the injectivity of K. Therefore K is an isomorphism and 
Theorem (3.8) is proved. 
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